
The HoopStation will increase accuracy and speed up to 40% while hooping! 
Earn more money through more accuracy and speed!

The embroidery design 
and other tools such 
as grids and auxiliary 
lines are projected 
onto the textile.

In large parts of the embroidery industry, 
HoopMaster™ is synonymous with simple, fast 
and precise hooping of textiles for industrial 
embroidery projects.

The HoopStation further increases the speed and 
precision of positioning designs. Especially with 
lucrative bulk orders, the higher accuracy and time 
savings of the HoopStation are clearly evident!

HoopStation
The virtual hooping revolution
for your HoopMaster™
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HoopMaster™ is not part of the offer!
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For more information about HoopStation 
scan the QR code below.
You will be redirected to ZSK‘s company 
website at www.zsk.de
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HoopStation Control System

HoopStation LED Projector HoopStation Table Mount

The HoopStation
Components

More Info!

SELECT HOOP SIZE
HoopStation comes with an 
integrated selection of virtual 
MightyHoops. These hoops are 
projected onto the HoopMaster 
allowing you to easily select the 
correct MightyHoop for your job. 
HoopStation also allows you to 
create your own virtual hoops.

LOADING STITCH FILES 
Loading an embroidery file from a 
USB or network is easy and provides 
a live preview.
The HoopStation improve accuracy 
and consistency in hooping. 
By selecting the color of files, 
visualization is enhanced.

KEEP DISTANCE!
When it is necessary to position a 
logo an exact distance from a pocket 
or other marker, simply create 
a border around the logo with a 
specified distance to be displayed.

Advantages of the HoopStation
• Visualize your embroidery programs directly on 

the fabric (.DST .Z00 )

• Move embroidery files within the hoop and 
transfer them to the embroidery machine 
(only ZSK  embroidery machines)

• Draw virtual guide lines and save them

• Use a lot of tools such as grids, rulers and more

• With the help of the production wizard print 
barcodes and scan them directly at the machine 


